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Elsdon C. Smith in his book American Surnames describes not only the meaning 
of over 2,000 common American surnames, but also gives the national origins 
and tells how they were Americanized either by pronunciation, spelling, or 
simplification. Here I have chosen to illustrate some of the ways a researcher 
can get a hint of the national origin of his/her family by looking at the family 
name. Most of what follows emphasizes the European background of most of 
the members of RSGS (Root Seekers Genealogical Society).

European names

A surname which ends in -ley (Stanley), -ton (Stapleton), -ham (Mooneyham), -ford (Willeford), -field 
(Hartfield), or -brook (Millbrook) is usually derived from an English village. German references to 
villages are found in names ending in -au, -bach, -baum, -dorf, -heim, -hof, -horst, -reut, stadt, -stein, thal, 
- and -wald. -er is found in both German and English names. -man or -mann indicates a German name 
and points to either a village or occupation. Von  is German and indicates nobility; however, van, 
vander, vanden are Dutch and do not carry the connotation of nobility but simply “at” or “from.”

Patronyms
Does your name end in -son or -sen, -ian or -yan, -ovich or -wiez? Or maybe it starts with O’ or Mac 
or Mc. Patronyms are names that point to the paternal parent. Peterson indicates “Peter’s son.” 
Aleksandrovich indicates “Alexander’s son.” In Judaism bar-Yeshua indicates the son of Jesus. You will 
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find -son in English, Norwegian, Swedish, and Scot names. If it is spelled -sen, it is either Norwegian 
or Danish.

Simple Chart of Surname Indications of Nationality

(The following chart can give you a HINT of your heritage; however, just because your 
name is Banyon does not mean that your ancestors definitely came from the former 
Soviet Republic of Armenia. In America, there are many factors which may enter into a 
family name; everything from immigration misunderstandings to court actions.)

-au) German
-bach) German
bar) Hebrew
-baum)German
-berg) German
-blad$ Sweden
-blom$ Sweden
-brook$English
-bruck) German
-dahl$ Sweden
-dorf) German
Du$ Belgian, French
-eau$ French
-e*o$ Italian
-eira$ Portugese
-ek$ Sweden
-el$ French
-enko$Ukranian
-es$Spanish
-escu$ Romanian
-ev$ Russian
-ez$Spanish
-field$English
-ford$English
-gren$ Sweden
-heim) German
-ham$English
-hof) German
-holm$ Sweden
-horst) German
-ian) Armenian
-iau$ French
-i*o$ Italian
-in$ Russian
-is$ Greek (transliterated)
-kvist$ Sweden
Le$ French
-ley$English
-lind$ Sweden
-lof$ Sweden

-lund$ Sweden
-nen$ Finish
O’$ Irish
-on$ French
-os$ Greek (transliterated) 
-ot$ French
-ov$ Russian
-ovich$ Russian
-reut) German
Mac$ Scot
Mc$ Scot
-sen$ Danish or Norwegian
-sjo$ Swedish
-ski$ Polish
-sky$ Russian
-sma$ Frisian (Germanic language of 

some parts of Germany and 
Holland, indicates occupation)

-son$ English, Scot, Norwegian, Swedish
-stadt) German
-stein) German
-stra$ Frisian (Germanic language of 

some parts of Germany and 
Holland, indicates location)

-strand$ Swedish
-strom$ Swedish
-thal) German
-ton$Englis h
-ucco $ Italian
-uzzo$ Italian
von) German
-wald) German
-wiez$ Polish
-yan$Armenian

Al$Arab
ben$Arabian
El$Arab
Ibn$Arabian
-oglu$ Turkish
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